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Like Meeting the Apostle Paul for the
First Time

Over the past ten years, the field of Pauline studies has seen the emergence of significant

new ideas about the sometimes intimidating apostle. This second edition of the tested and

proved Rediscovering Paul address the new research and takes up important issues not

considered in the first volume.

Drawing on the best of contemporary scholarship, and with language shaped by teaching

and conversing with today’s students, scholars David B. Capes, Rodney Reeves, and E.

Randolph Richards present this reworked textbook, which includes fresh discussions of

Paul’s letter writing and how those letters were received in the churches. The book tackles

new considerations of pseudonymity and the authenticity of Paul’s letters, as well as

updated terminology, all with a writing style that engages scholarly issues without losing

the average college student.

“Rediscovering Paul has anchored my introduction to Paul courses over the last ten years,”

writes Lynn H. Cohick, professor of New Testament at Wheaton College. “In the second

edition, Capes, Reeves, and Richards keep the clear, accessible prose while updating

information based on new scholarship. This gem of a book is all you need to understand

and appreciate Paul’s letters and theology.”

*****

David B. Capes (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is associate dean of

biblical and theological studies and professor of New Testament at Wheaton College. He

has authored, coauthored, or coedited books such as Rediscovering Paul, Rediscovering Jesus,

Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul’s Christology, The Footsteps of Jesus in the Holy Land, The

Last Eyewitness, Rebecca’s Children, The Voice of Hebrews, and The Voice of Romans.

In addition to contributing to a number of dictionaries, encyclopedias, and professional

journals, he served as the lead scholar on a new Bible translation, The Voice Bible. Since the

early 1990s, Capes has been active in interfaith dialogue in Houston and cohosts a radio

show called A Show of Faith on KPRC AM 950 in Houston. He was previously academic

dean and professor of New Testament at Houston Graduate School of Theology, and he

has served as pastor of several churches and has participated in a variety of professional

organizations, including the Society of Biblical Literature, the Institute for Biblical

Research, and the National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion.

Rodney Reeves (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is dean of The Courts
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Redford College of Theology and Ministry and professor of biblical studies at Southwest

Baptist University, both in Bolivar, Missouri. Previously a pastor with churches in

Arkansas and Texas, Reeves is author or coauthor of A Genuine Faith, Spirituality According

to Paul, Rediscovering Paul, and Rediscovering Jesus. His articles have appeared in journals

such as Perspectives in Religious Studies, Biblical Illustrator, Southwestern Journal of Theology,

and Preaching.

E. Randolph Richards (PhD, Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary) is provost and

professor of biblical studies in the School of Ministry at Palm Beach Atlantic University. He

is a popular speaker and has authored or coauthored dozens of books and articles,

including Paul Behaving Badly, A Little Book for New Bible Scholars, Rediscovering Jesus,

Misreading Scripture with Western Eyes, Rediscovering Paul, The Story of Israel, and Paul and

First-Century Letter Writing.

Early on in their ministry, he and his wife Stacia were appointed as missionaries to east

Indonesia, where he taught for eight years at an Indonesian seminary. Missions remain on

the hearts of Randy and Stacia. Randy leads mission trips and conducts missionary

training workshops and regularly leads tours of the Holy Land, Turkey, Greece, and Italy.

He has served as interim pastor of numerous churches and is currently a teaching pastor.

He and Stacia reside in Palm Beach, Florida.


